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L. Answer the following as directed : Lx7=7

(a) State Peano's axioms.

(b) For any integer n, 4 /(n2 +21.

( State whether True or False )

(c) It q b, c are positive integers, such that
gcd(q b, c) = 1. Then what wil1 be
the gcd(a, b) and gcd(a, cF

(d.) State Chinese remainder theorem.

(e) Find all integers k > 3, such that
5 = k2 (mod k).
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{f) Consider the congruence

4x=6 (mod 4)

Find out the correct statement.
The given congruence has

(t) unique solution
(it) exactly two solutions

(iii) na solution

/rr,,i exactly four solutions

(g) The equation 18x + I2g = 2 has no
integral solution. .Justiff the statement.

Answer the following questions : 2x4=8

{a) If p is a prime and p /ab, then prove
that either p /a or p /b.

(b) Find the remainder when 730 is divided
bv 4.

{c} Find ail solutions of the Diophantine
equation 3x + 2A = 6.

(d) Find all primitive solutions of
*2 +A2 = z2 itt which x=4O.

3. Answer the following questions : 5x3= 1 5

(a) if a and b,are integers with b.> 0, then
show that there exists unique integers q
and. r satis$ring

a=bq+r, O<r <b
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Or

If a and b ar.e two non-zero integers,
show that there exist integers x and g
such that gcd(q bl = ax+bg.

{b) Prove that the quadratic congruence
x2 +L=0 (rnodp), where p is an odd

prime, has a solution if and only if
p = 1 {mod4).

Qr

If p is a prime and a is an integer not
divisible by p, prove that

oP-t - I (modp)

Hence show that for every integer cr"

aP = a{mod 7).

(e) If p is a prime of the form 4k + 1, then
prove that there exists a solution in
integers 4 a, m of x2 +V2 =mp, with
o<m<p,

4. (a) Answer either (i) or (ii): 10

(t) (1) If p is a prime, prove that

o{pk) =pk-ok-t
for any positive integer k. For
fl)2, show that g(n) is an even

3+2=5
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(2) State Mdbius inversion formula.
If the integer n > t has the prime
factorization n = pf, p*...pF,
then prove the following :

I rr(d)o(d) = (_1)" ptpz...ps
d/n

2+3=5
(u) (1) finA the remainder when 3533

is divided by 24. . " s
(2) Define the arithmetic function

r. Evaluate t(lgO). lf n is a
square-free integer having r
prinne factors, prove that

r(ml =2r l+2+2=S

Answer either (i) or
(L) {J.) Examine

statement
logies :

(ii) : 10

if the following
forms are tauto-

5
(pnqln(-(pvq)) (21

(p <+ q) <+ ((p -+ q)^ (q -_+ pJl

(2) What do you mean by €rn
adequate system of
connectives? Show that (-, n) is
an adequate system of
connectives. 2+3=5

{51

Construct a truth table for the
following statement formula : 5

tp"- q\vtEn(-P"r))

Find the number of different
non-equivalent statement for-
mulas ccntaining W one

statement letter and (B) two
statement letters. 5

either (i) or (ii) : 1O

If twc Boolean expressions arc
equivaLent, show that their
respective disjunctive normal
forms contain the same terms.
Find the complement of the.
foilowing Boolean expression in
disjunetive norrnal form : 3+2=5

xgz+ x'gz+ xy'z+ x'g'z'

Find a switching circuit which
realizes the Boolean expression

xfu(z+u)+ z(u+ull

Construct a truth table for the
Boolean expression xfu + x'1.

3+2=5

(it) (U

Answer

(t) tl)

(2|

(c)

(b)
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Express the following Boolean
expression in disjunctive
normal form and conjunctive
normal form in the variabies
present in the expression

lxg' + @'+ x' 5

Find a switching circuit which
realizes the Boolean expression

x+y(z+x'(t+z'll
Construct a switching table for
the switching function
represented by the Boolean
expression xy' + x'g"

***

3+2=5
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